
 

My philosophy is that every ceremony should reflect the story, heart and personality of the couple.  So it can be as 
spiritual or secular as you are… as formal or laid back as you are… or as traditional or contemporary as you are. 

It all begins with a free introductory meeting to let you determine if we are truly a good fit.  Honestly, this meeting is 
best in person, but if you're planning your wedding from out of town — no worries.  We can chat over the phone or via 
Skype/FaceTime. After our initial introduction, I'll offer a questionnaire to better help gauge your hopes and 
expectations before I arrange some sample drafts. Then we’ll work one-on-two, to co-create a ceremony that is 
beautifully written and thoughtfully arranged with a warm and personalized feel, incorporating every special tradition 
or element you request. 
        

My services always include but are not limited to:  
	 	 	 	 -1 face-to-face initial meeting 
	 	 	 	 -Unlimited telephone & email consultations 
	 	 	 	 -Wedding script handcrafted by me : )  
	 	 	 	 -Rehearsal attendance 
	 	 	 	 -Early pre-wedding arrival 
	 	 	 	 -Ceremony performance 
	 	 	 	 -License filing (mailed)	  

Packages: 
$450 ELOPEMENT 

The two of you say “I do” with a tailored script. 

$600 INTIMATE CEREMONY 
A customized ceremony with your “inner circle” of up to 45 friends and family.  

$750 CLASSIC WEDDING 
Everyone is invited, and this moment will be unforgettable because it is all about YOU! 

Also note that there will be a Travel Fee for venues that are more than 1 hour away from Breckenridge ($60 per hour of drive time)  

I look forward to meeting you and learning your particular style and needs and how best to meet them.  
Give me a call at 970.368.2686 or send me an email at officiantphilgallagher@gmail.com.   

Either way, I’ll get back to you shortly.  Thank you! 

www.officiantphilgallagher.com
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